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Abstract 

 This study aims to study and analyse the types and functions of the adjectives and adjectival 

phrases. The common types of adjectives found are seven types namely:  descriptive adjective, 

proper adjective, quantitative adjective, interrogative adjective, demonstrative, possessive 

adjective, and distributive adjective. The placement and ordering of the adjectives can be written 

before or after nouns or pronouns. And the adjectival phrase is the type of words that is used to 

modify a noun or noun phrase in a sentence. The structure of the adjectival phrase is the headword 

of an adjective.  

Keywords: Adjective, Adjectival Phrase, Advertisements, Thai mass media, 

Semantic 

I Introduction  

 A human language is a tool which is used to communicate between people in societies. The 

main purpose of communication is to pass, share, exchange information and express the thoughts, 

ideas, and feelings. There are many varieties of communication and one of them is an advertising. 

Advertising is a marketing communication, which is used to promote the products or 

services of the advertisers. The advertisements appear everywhere all around us: whenever we turn 

on a television, open a newspaper, a magazine, a poster of the catalog or look at the sideboard of 

the advertisement. At the same time, the purpose and function of the advertising is to try to 

influence the audiences in order to make a decision.  
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 An advertisement is an announcement of the information about a product, event, or job 

from the advertisers to the customers. It is the act of spoken or written language which is used in 

the form of a message of the mass media such as online sites, newspaper, magazine, posters, 

billboard, and television and so on.   

The present era, the mass media in Thailand is of various types of communication, such as 

television, radio, print media and internet and so on. The Mass media is a type of technology which 

is intended to reach a mass audience. So, the mass media plays the most important role which 

affects all the aspect of human lives.  

In linguistics, a semantics is one of the major branches of linguistic study. It is a linguistic 

field which is concerned with the meaning in the language. The aim of studying semantics is to 

interpret the meaning in words and group of words. Kristin Denham and Anne Lobeck (2013), say: 

the study of semantics is the system of rules underlying our knowledge of word and sentence 

meaning. 

An adjective and adverbial phrase are the types of the word used which has a function to 

describe or express people or things in a language. The purpose of using the adjectives is to modify 

other words which are much more specific and interesting. 

As mentioned above, the adjectives and the adjectival phrases are the types of the using 

words which are specified by the purpose and the function, especially in term of using it in the 

advertising language. The present study aims to explore linguistic elements about types and 

functions, which are focused on The Adjectives and Adjectival Phrases in Thai mass media.   

  

II the Definitions  

Adjective 

In general, an adjective is the type of words which are used to describe or modify other 

words in a language. Huddleston and Pullum (2002) say: in the Cambridge Grammar of the English 

Language, adjectives are characterized as expressions “that alter, clarify, or adjust the meaning of 

the contributions of nouns”, in order to allow the expression of “finer gradations of meaning” that 

are possible through the use of nouns alone. According to Oxford advanced learner’s dictionary 

(2010) defines “an adjective is a word that describes the person or things”. So, the adjective is a 

word which has a function to describe or clarify a noun or pronoun in a sentence.   
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Adjectival Phrase 

An adjectival phrase is a group of words in which the headword is an adjective. According 

to the yourdictionary (2018) explains the function of the adjectival phrase “It's actually a group of 

words that describe a noun or pronoun in a sentence, thus functioning as an adjective”. Richard 

Nordquist (2018) defines that “an adjective phrase is a group of words, that functions as an 

adjective in a sentence. An adjective headword may be accompanied by modifiers, determiners, 

and/or qualifiers (all of which are called dependents), also known as an adjectival phrase”. As 

mentioned above, the concept of the adjectival phrase is a noun or pronoun modifier, in order to 

add information to the words in a sentence.     

Advertisement  

In linguistic meaning, an advertisement is an announcement or a notice which is published 

in the medium of mass media. It is a type of promoting the events, jobs, products, and services.  

As the Encyclopaedia Britannica (2018) mentions that  “Advertisement, is also called ad, a public 

announcement—generally print, audio, or video—made to promote a commodity, service, or idea 

through various media, including billboards, direct mail, print magazines and newspapers, radio, 

television, and the World Wide Web”. By this concept, the advertisements are the material which 

can be considered as the tools that is used to inform the people about the events, goods, and services 

in the form of spoken or written words in a language.    

Thai Mass Media 

In the present era of Thailand, Thai mass media plays the most important role in the sense 

of moving the economics of the country. It influences the lives of Thai people that cannot be 

avoided. Hamelink (1983) states  “Mass media can be viewed as an outgrowth of culture, but more 

specifically media products represent a number of cultural aspects of the society which produced 

them. Such cultural components are behavioral patterns, beliefs, and values.” According to 

Wikipedia (2018) “The mass media is a diversified collection of media technologies that reach a 

large audience via mass communication.” As the concept is shown, Thai mass media is the channel 

of communication that intends to use the information and can consider it, as the message to reach 

the vast majority of the public or societies. The common types of mass media are newspapers, 
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magazines, radio, television, and the Internet. And each one of them have their own functions and 

the purpose of using it.   

 Semantic 

In a linguistic study, a semantics is the study of meaning in a language. It is one of the 

major branches of studying in linguistics. Radford (1988, p.4) defines semantics as “the study of 

meaning” and Dearborn and Stranzy (2005, P.949) define semantics as “the development of the 

theory of meaning.” So, the semantics is the subject of studying meaning in language.    

III Mass Media  

Mass media refers to the sources of information or news which aims to reach the majority 

of people in the public.  The main purpose of mass media intends to communicate by using the 

message such as news, information, advertisements or notices through the channel of 

communication by showing, expressing and sharing views, opinions, and ideas to the people in the 

societies.  

In general, the mass media can be divided into several types namely; 

1. Print Media 

A print media is the type of a mass communication which is in the form of printed 

publications, such as newspaper, magazine, pamphlet, brochure, and poster and billboards and 

signs.  

2. Electronic Media   

An electronic media is the type of media, that uses electronics to access the content in order 

to make a sound and visual movements. The types of electronic media are television and radio. 

3. New Age Media 

A new age media is a type of electronic machine, which is high in quality of accessing the 

information to the public, such as mobile phones, computers, internet, and electronic Books.  
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IV The Scope of the Study 

The scope of the study intends to analyse the language of advertisements in Thai mass 

media such as television, radio, newspapers, magazines, journals, films, and internet which focuses 

on the types and functions of adjectives and adjectival phrase in Thai mass media. The intention 

of the study is analysis of language, in advertisements in the field of the semantic study. 

V. Research Methodology 

The purposes of this study are to analyse the adjectives and adjectival phrase types and 

functions which are found in the advertisements in Thai mass media. This type of research is a 

descriptive research. According to Burns and Grove (2003:201), descriptive research “is designed 

to provide a picture of a situation as it naturally happens.” Moreover, according to Ethridge, D.E. 

(2004) “descriptive studies may be characterized, as simple as  the attempt to determine, describe 

or identify what is, while analytical research attempts to establish why it is that way or how it came 

to be.” This concept is related with the idea of Fox, W. & Bayat, M.S. (2007) as the descriptive 

research “aimed at casting light on current issues or problems through a process of data collection 

that enables them to describe the situation more completely than was possible without employing 

this method”. So, the method related to the type of research is componential analysis (feature 

analysis or contrast analysis) that is the analysis of words through structured sets of semantic 

features, which are given as "present", "absent" or "indifferent with reference to the feature." The 

method thus departs from the principle of compositionality. The componential analysis is a method 

typical of structural semantics which analyzes the components of a word's meaning.  

VI. Findings and Discussion 

Types and Function of Adjectives  

1. Descriptive Adjective 

Example 1: Tesco Lotus 

bpàet  wan  bpàet  hayng 

8          day    8         lucky 

Eight  days  eight lucky    
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In this group of words, a word /hayng/ [lucky] is the descriptive adjective. It provides more 

detail about modifying the noun [eight].  

2. Proper Adjective 

Example 2: Pantip  

sà-bòo gaa-fae · aa raa bì gâa 

soap    coffee      Arabica 

Arabica coffee soap 

In this group of words, a word /Arabica/ is the proper adjective. It is the word that has the 

function to modify the noun phrase /sà-bòo gaa-fae/ [coffee soap]. This word is derived from a 

proper noun [coffee soap]. 

3. Quantitative Adjective 

Example 3: Oishi 

mài!   oh ì chí   kí-kú chá     piang    sìp-hâa  bàat 

new!  Oishi       Kikucha      only       15          Baht 

new! Oishi Kikucha green tea only fifteen Baht. 

In this message, the word /piang/ [only] is the quantitative adjective. This word has the 

function to modify the noun for particular detail that restricts  the word that it modifies. 

4. Interrogative Adjective 

Example 4: Salz 

tam-mai?  krai krai    dtông    chái   son 

why?        everybody  must     use   Salz 

why everybody  have to use   Salz? 

In this question, the word /tam-mai/ is an interrogative adjective. It has the function to 

modify a noun, as a questioning form in a sentence. 
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5. Numeral Adjective  

Example 5: BigC 

lót      yàang raeng  wan née  -      sìp-gâo  mee kor  hòk-sìp 

sale!   Profuse           today      to      19th       march     2017 

Extreme sale! Today to 19th of March 2017 

In this message, the number 19th is the numeral adjective. It is a number that is used to 

modify, the specific  detail of the noun [March]. This number adjective is the ordinal number. 

6. Demonstrative Adjective 

Example 6: Hahuang 

fŏn née   hăai hùang · hâa hùang 

rain this  no worry      Hahuang 

This rainy season no worry because of Hahuang.  

In this sentence, the words /née/ is a demonstrative adjective. It has the function to modify 

the noun [rainy season]. At the same time, it is used to specify the position of the noun. 

7. Possessive Adjective 

Example 7: Mitsubishi  

My Mitsubishi my choice        

In this message, the word /my/ is a possessive adjective. It is a word that is used to express 

the possession of a noun by the one who speaks. 

8. Distributive Adjective  

Example 8: Blúport 

chóp sà-nùk · tòok túk wan 

shop fun         cheap every day  
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Shopping is fun, cheap every day 

In this message, the word /túk/ [every] is a distributive adjective. It is the word that has a 

function to modify a noun by dividing the word into parts.  

9. Adjectival phrase  

Example 9: MK restaurant   

pí-sàyt     săm-ràp    lôok káa     bàt    sà-maa-chík  MK 

special      for          customer    card    membership  Mk 

Special   for the customer of the MK membership card 

In this message of the advertisement, the headword of the adjectival phrase which is found 

is /pí-sàyt/ [special]. The adjectival phrase has the function to describe the noun [MK membership 

card] in order to make the noun gets full meaning. 

Example 10: Thairat TV32   

kàao    sài         kài “ sòt    mài       hâi yúh ” 

news    put in   egg    fresh   new   offer more 

Morning news ‘fresh new   offer more’ 

In this message, the words /sòt/ [fresh] and /mài/ [new] are the adjectival words, which is 

considered as adjectival phrase. It helps to modify the noun in a sentence and it gives a relationship 

between noun /kàao sàikài/ [morning news] and the verb phrase /hâi yúh/ [offer more].      

Placement and Order of Adjectives and adjectival phrase 

 In the process of studying Adjectives and adjectival phrase in the language is to know the 

meaning, types, and functions. At the same time, the position of the ordering words in a sentence 

is very important too, in order to understand the phenomena of using the language in a particular 

way. The position of the usual order of adjectives and adjectival phrase can be seen below;   
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 1. Descriptive Adjective 

A position of the descriptive adjective word, that is used to modify a noun, is always 

placed after a noun. 

2. Proper Adjective 

The placement of the proper adjective word that is used to modify another noun in order 

to refer to the specific thing is commonly placed after a proper noun.   

3. Quantitative Adjective 

The order of the quantitative adjective that helps to describe in a particular way, is always 

placed before a noun. 

4. Interrogative Adjective 

The placement of the interrogative adjective that is found in the message is commonly 

placed at the beginning of the sentence. 

5. Numeral Adjective  

The position of the interrogative adjective word is the number that is used to modify the 

noun for a particular purpose, is always placed before a noun that it modifies.  

6. Demonstrative Adjective 

The order of the demonstrative adjective is to specify the meaning of a noun that is used 

to describe, is always placed before a noun it modifies. 

7. Possessive Adjective 

The position of the possessive adjective is commonly placed before a noun that is used to 

modify. 

8. Distributive Adjective  

The order of the distributive adjective is always placed before a noun that is modified and 

the relationship of the distributive adjective is between the main word (verb or adjective) and a 

noun. 
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9. Adjectival phrase  

The order of the adjectival phrase in a sentence can be placed before, or after, the noun or 

pronoun in the sentence. 

 

 V Discussion 

In this present study, the lexical meaning is the main purpose of doing the research. The 

adjective words are the type of words that have their own meaning and function in order to use to 

describe, express and modify the main words (noun and pronoun). The finding of the research in 

the types of adjectives, that are commonly used in the advertisements of Thai mass media can be 

divided into 8 types and each of them can be explained as mentioned below; 

Descriptive Adjective 

In the advertisement, the descriptive adjective words are commonly found  such as / dee/ 

[good]  /kăao/ [fair]  /săi/ [bright]  /pŏm/ [slim]  /hŏm/ [aromatic]  /à-ròi/ [yummy]  /ruay/  [rich] 

/ òn yao/ [young]. These words are used to modify a noun or pronoun. When we look at the 

meaning of the words that is given, the information of the object's state, colour, shape, age, senses.  

 

Proper Adjective 

In the message of the advertisements, the proper adjective words which are commonly 

found in the message such as (C) print and design, krêuang dèum (típ gôh), chôhk săam 

chán têe bòot · (wee gôh). The words in the brackets are the proper adjective words which have 

function to modify the nouns. In the English form, the proper adjective is placed before the noun, 

on the other hand, in Thai, the proper adjective is commonly placed after nouns. 

Quantitative Adjective 

In the message of the advertisements, the quantitative adjective words which are commonly 

found such as /krêung/ [half]  /baang sùan/ [some]  /piang por/ [enough]  /piang/ [only] and so on. These 

types of words are used to modify the particular purpose of nouns and pronouns. 
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Interrogative Adjective 

In the message of the advertisements, the interrogative adjective words which are 

commonly found such as /krai/ [who], /tam-mai/ [why], /à-rai/ [what], /têe năi/ [where], and so on. 

The meaning of these type of words are used to modify nouns and pronouns that are found in the 

question sentence.  

Numeral Adjective  

In the message of the advertisements, the numeral adjective is the type for using the number 

to modify nouns and pronouns such as 10, 2 th  -5th  March 2018, /sŏng tâo or săam tâo/ (double or 

triple). These types of number can be divided into three categories namely: cardinal number, 

ordinal number, and multiplicative number.  

Demonstrative Adjective 

 In the message of the advertisements, the demonstrative adjectives are commonly found in 

the advertisements such as /nêe/ [this] /nán/ [that] /nôhn/ [these] and /nóhn/ [those]. The function 

of these types of words is used to show the nouns that are modified whether near or far, singular 

or plural form.  

 

Possessive Adjective 

In the message of the advertisements, the possessive adjective refers to the words that are 

used to modify a noun. The common word that is found in the message is [my] and is used in the 

sense of belonging.   

Distributive Adjective  

In the message of the advertisements, the distributive adjective is a type of word that is 

used to emphasize or specify the nouns /túk/ [every] in order to separate the parts of the nouns. 

Adjectival Phrase 

 An adjective phrase refers to the group of words that is used to modify or describe the 

noun or noun phrase in a sentence. The structure of the adjectival phrase is the headword of which 
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an adjective is for instance, /mài! Colgate naturals/ [New! Colgate Naturals]. The word /mài/ 

[new] is an adjective which is used to describe the noun phrase.  

     

 VI Conclusion  

On the basis of the findings of the research it can be concluded that the adjective words 

that are found in the advertisements of Thai mass media, which focuses on the types and functions 

of words in the aspect of the study in semantics. The types of adjective words that are commonly 

found in the message of the advertisements, can be divided into 8 types of adjectives namely 

descriptive adjective, proper adjective, quantitative adjective, interrogative adjective, 

demonstrative adjective, possessive adjective, and distributive adjective. And the second part is 

the adjectival phrase. It is the phrase where the headword is an adjective.  

In the lexical term of the linguistic feature, the semantic study is concerned about the 

meaning in a language. According to the result of the work, the adjectives which are found in the 

advertisements have a function to modify or describe the nouns or pronouns, in order to make the 

words have more meaning. The position of the adjectives can be placed before or after nouns or 

pronouns. It depends on the function of the types on the main words in order to get the correct 

meaning and the function of the grammatical aspect. 

In the lexical meaning, the research which focuses on the meaning of the adjectives and 

adjectival phrase, found that the meaning of each word has their own function, in order to make 

the words that modify with correct meaning and suitable information or message that the 

advertisers want to present or show in the form of advertisements and services.    
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Appendix 

1.  bpàet  wan bpàet hayng        Tesco Lotus 

     Eight days eight lucky    

2.  sà-bòo gaa-fae · aa raa bì gâa      Pantip  

     Coffee soap Arabica  

3.  mài!   oh ì chí   kí-kú chá     piang    sìp-hâa  bàat    Oishi 

    New! Oishi Kikucha green tea only fifteen Baht 

4. tam-mai?  krai krai    dtông    chái   son      Salz 

     Why everybody have to use   Salz? 

5. lót      yàang raeng  wan née  -      sìp-gâo  mee kor  hòk-sìp   BigC 

     Sale!   Profuse          today      to      19th       march     2017 

6. fŏn née · hăai hùang · hâa hùang       Hahuang 

    This rainy season no worry because of Hahuang.  

7. My Mitsubishi my choice        Mitsubishi 

8. chóp sà-nùk · tòok túk wan        Blúport 

    Shopping is fun, cheap every day 

9. pí-sàyt     săm-ràp    lôok káa     bàt    sà-maa-chík  MK    MK restaurant   

    Special   for the customer of the MK membership card 

10  kàao    sài         kài “ sòt    mài       hâi yúh ”     Thairat TV32   

    Morning news ‘fresh new   offer more’ 
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